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INTRODUCTION ON
EXPERIMENTS IN DRAWING THEORY
‘Experiments in Drawing Theory’ investigates the speculative power of 
drawing in developing an architectural position by analyzing three seminal 
architectural works: Giovanni Battista Piranesi’s Campo Marzio (1762), Aldo 
Rossi’s Città Analoga (1976-1981) and Peter Eisenman’s House designs.
In this course, drawing is not only considered to be a technique or 
instrument for architectural design but also as an autonomous form of 
architectural knowledge as well as a concept of critical reflection and 
innovative thinking. The relationship between drawing and theory belongs 
to a long and well-established tradition, according to which drawing is seen 
as a significant instrument of representation, namely in its double function of 
constituting architectural knowledge and as an act of creative construction, 
capable of modifying the real and refocusing it within the dimension of 
theoretical and practical construction - often with a pronounced ideological 
content. More specifically, herein, it is advanced that the rigorous graphic 
investigation of these remarkable works can disclose the aspects of 
their theoretical value that cannot be grasped from simple observation. 
The act of redrawing the original work (in total or in part) was 
the first step to instigating this analysis and was regarded as the 
basic yet decisive procedure to understand how the content of the 
pictures has been progressively constructed by the respective authors. 
Each participant produced a graphic investigation of one plate of the three 
case studies. The ‘Campo Marzio’s group focused on the analysis of Piranesi’s 
compositional and formal procedures of the plan to formulate and develop 
research hypotheses on this widely celebrated work. The ‘Analogous City’ 
group investigates the external sources that influenced the work (meaning the 
architectural quotations) and the internal characteristics of the compositional 
procedure of the panel (questioning order, time, drawing techniques, etc.). 
The group that investigated Eisenman’s Houses (i.e. House I-IV, VI, X, 11a, 
House El Even Odd, Fin D’Ou T Hou S, Guardiola House, Music pavilion 
and Virtual House) focused on a step-by-step reconstruction design process 
of design and a critical subtraction operation proposal of the final design. 

(Iulia Popescu, Stefano Milani, Negar Sanaan Bensi, Marc Schoonderbeek)
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The urban plan ‘Campo Marzio of Ancient Rome’ (1762), designed 
by Giovanni Battista Piranesi, aimed to reconstruct and represent the 
magnificence of ancient Rome. To do so, Piranesi based upon archaeological 
excavations while simultaneously completing the terrain vague generated by 
the known fragments by drawing from his imagination. The Campo Marzio 
represents a city that does not exist, that never existed, perhaps an ideal 
city. Although individual buildings were composed strictly according to the 
axis and geometric form, the whole represented appears as nothing but an 
accumulation and juxtaposition of structures. In the Ichnographia Campo 
Marzio, the association of concrete archaeological hypotheses, and pure 
invention, led to very polarized reactions and controversial interpretations 
of this work, including some recognized in this work as the basis of a project 
expressing the natural character of the city, both ancient and modern - an 
original way to see the city and depicting its unique character. In the context 
of this elective course, we aimed to continue this investigation, focusing 
primarily on graphical analysis as a base for both instigating and developing 
a specific research hypothesis on this work.

After a guided survey of the Campo Marzio documentation and the retracing 
of the map in cad of the Ichnographia plate providing a basic level of familiarity 
with the work, the course focused on the analysis of the Piranesi’s composition 
inspired by the canonical analysis of Vincenzo Fasolo (V. Fasolo, 1956), and 
the more recent ideas on Piranesi’s formal procedures in the composition of 
the Campo Marzio advanced by Franco Purini, namely: (1) the definition of 
isolated elements; (2) the technique of the parataxis as a method of arranging 
the elements granting the individuality of the parts within the composition, 
(3) the indexicality as a method for de-structuring/re-structuring the whole 
of the composition (F. Purini, 2012). The investigations presented in the 
exhibition, only partly reproduced in this catalogue, offer a series of highly 
suggestive ideas to endure the research on this celebrated design but also in 
the methodology of architectural research.

Hidde van de Rhee developed the hypothesis that the bases of Piranesi’s 
composition lay in the Roman ruins that were visible to him. Consequently, 
the ruins indicated by Piranesi in the Campo Marzio volume were first 
identified in the Ichnographia. In addition, this first set of compositional 
‘seeds’ was furthered with additional sources to isolate better the parts 
invented by the author. Identifying the compositional core and hinges of the 
dense architectural clusters enabled the delineation of the inventive parts’ 
compositional steps.

Vincent Mathez analyzed the composition of buildings on the Ichnographia 
following two directions. The first, inspired by the studies of Vincenzo Fasolo, 
aimed to determine the basic shapes constituting the plans of 72 buildings. 
The second reads the plans of the 72 case studies through the lenses of J.J.L. 
Durand to identify the genetic language of Campo Marzio’s buildings. In 
conclusion, the author provides an application, in the form of a project, of 
the compositional devised in the investigation.

Tutor:
Stefano Milani

Course participants:
Hidde van de Rhee
Vincent Mathez
Yann Lefebvre
Alan Dolieslager
Virginia Lazarou
Iulia Popescu
Bastian Schleier

CAMPO MARZIO
BY GIOVANNI BATTISTA PIRANESI 
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Yann Lefebvre’s work investigates the compositional technique of Piranesi’s 
urban macro-systems and attempts to identify the main hierarchies and 
procedures. More specifically, the author identifies two types of compositional 
techniques. The first is the parataxis when two different architectural features 
are directly linked. The second is hypotaxis, when a third element mediates 
the link between two other parts.

Alan Dolieslager focuses on Campo Marzio’s temples to investigate Piranesi’s 
creative use of architectural rules and the limitations of floorplans. First, 
these archetypical structures have been categorized. Subsequently, the most 
prominent in the plan, namely the Temple of Mars, has been selected to 
investigate its typology in relation to its broader urban setting.

Virginia Lazarou investigated the Theater of Marcellus, that in the Campo 
Marzio Piranesi represents not as a ruin like in the previous Antichità 
Romane (1756) but in its preserved form. Hence the comparative analysis of 
the whole/imagined version of the theatre and its state as a ruin.

Iulia Popescu studies Via Flaminia, elaborating on the hypothesis formulated 
by historian Joseph Connors that the presence of this street in Campo Marzio 
Ichnographia is due to its understanding as an architectural space rather 
than an infrastructural part of his imagined Rome. The understanding of Via 
Flaminia as a space led to an investigation aiming to create a veduta – an 
image – capable of supporting the original hypothesis.

Bastian Schleier investigated the hidden nature in the Piranesi’s dense 
urban organism, created a taxonomy of the horti and analyzed the elements. 
This inventory led to a second step proposing a suggestive personal design 
proposal of ‘Bacchus vineyards’ on the area of the map hidden under the 
inscription stone with the dedication to Robert Adam.

Bibliography
- Vincenzo Fasolo, “Il Campomarzio of G. B. Piranesi”, in Quaderni 
dell’Istituto di Storia dell’Architettura, no. 15 (Rome: 1956);
- Joseph Connors, Piranesi and the Campus Martiis: the Missing Corso. 
Piranesi e il Campo Marzio: il Corso che non c’era, (Milan: Jaca Book, 2012);
- Franco Purini, ‘History and composition of Piranesi’s Campo Marzio. Clues 
of a fertile conflict’, in Casabella no. 823 (Milan: Electa, 2012), 109-119.

Iconographia Campo Marzio
by Giovanni Batista Piransi
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Redrawing of Iconographia Campo Marzio
by the group
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46.  Porticus Philippi (after Peruzzi)
47.  referencing S. Bartolomeo all’Isola
48. ref. S. Nicolo a Cesarini
49.  ref. S. Agnese in Agone
50.  ref. S. Maria sopra Minerva
51.  Circus Neronis (after Ligorio)
52.  Circus Hadriani and Circus Domitiae
 (after Ligorio, Nolli)
53.  ref. urban structure around 
 S. Spirito (after Nolli)
54.  ref. Via Cornelia
55.  ref. Via Flaminia 
56.  ref. Trinità dei Monti
57. ref. Via Collatina (after Bufalini)
 
 location of Piranesi’s own excavations

In the Ichnographia, Piranesi shows the city of Rome as an anachronistic accumulation of Roman 
architecture ranging from the birth of the city to the fall of the empire under Honorius. Drawing 
from a vast number of mostly literary sources, the supplementary text of the Campo Marzio 
volume contains hundreds of references to ancient buildings, sepulchres, gardens and other 
monuments that once existed in the area of the Campo Marzio. However, since few physical 
remains were left in Piranesi’s time, as we can see in the Scenographia, he had to rely on his 
own archeological intuition to give shape to most of these ancient structures. In this analysis, 
the Ichnographia is reduced to show only the composite complexes that directly originate from 
archeological fragments that Piranesi had visual evidence of. It examines Piranesi’s subjective 
reconstruction, being both constrained by topographical boundaries and originating from 
archeological information, using the Pantheon and Pompeius groups as a case study. Similar to 
how the increasing complexity of Roman architecture can be seen as a continued development 
of the formal language of ancient Greece, the Ichnographia reveals itself as an intricate pastiche 
in which Piranesi used familiar Roman fragments to construct a monumental architecture of his 
own inventiveness.

1. Tiber
2. Pontis Milvii
3. Pontis Mollis
4.  Colles Hortulorum
5.  Mons Quirinalis
6.  Mons Capitolinus
7.  Tiber island
8.  Pons Gratianus
9.  Pons Fabrianus
10.  Basilica and Porticus Gaius et Lucius
11.  Theatrum Marcellum
12.  Porticus Octaviae
13.  Aedis Iunonis
14  Theatrum Balbi
15.  Porticus Philippi*
16.  Bibliothecae Octaviae
17.  Aedes Apollinis in Circo Flaminio
18.  Circus Flaminius*
19.  Porticus Septor Iulior
20.  a capital of Aedis Minervae
21.  Thermae Agrippae
22.  Pantheon
23.  Theatrum Pompeii
24.  Circus Alexandri Severi
25.  Thermae Neronianae

26.  Aedis Iuturnae
27.  Templum Divi Antonini Pii
28.  Columna Antonini Pii
29.  Aqueduct Aqua Verginis
30.  Septorum Trigariorum
31.  Obeliscus Gnomonicus
32.  Pons Aelius
33.  Sepulchrum Hadriani
34.  Pontis Triumphalis*
35.  Mausoleum Augusti
36.  Busti Caesarum*
37.  Sepulchra Familiae Augustanae
38.  Substructiones Busti*
39.  Porticus A Moenitati Dicatae*
40.  various sepulchres along Via Flaminia

* unintentionally misnamed remains

LISTED IN SCENOGRAPHIA

Between archeology and 
invention in Piranesi’s 
Ichnographia Campo Marzio 41.  Hecatostylon

42.  Theatrum Pompeii
43.  Portico Octaviae
44.  Theatrum Marcellum
45.  Septorum Iuliorum

FORMA URBIS ROMAE

OTHER SOURCES

mirror axisboundary of grouproadedge of map hillside centerpoint on axis

Between archeology and invention
by Hidde van de Rhee
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I STARTING POINTS AND BOUNDARIES

Among several fragmented remains, Agrippa’s Pantheon (22) stood out in this part of the Campo Marzio, as the monumental temple 
was still largely preserved. In this densely built-up area, the contours of Theatrum Pompeii (23) and Circus Agonalis (24) were still 
visible in the urban fabric.

The Tiber (A) and the Monte Citorio (B) form the only geographical constraints in this area of the Campo Marzio. Following the bridge 
of which Piranesi incorrectly believed it was the Pontis Triumphalis, the Triumphal way (C) continued almost perpendicular to the Tiber

II ASSUMING BUILDING FORMS

Piranesi knew two fragments of the Severan marble map that related to the Theatrum Pompeii; one of the actual theatre (42) and one 
of the Hecatostylon (41), a large linear portico which he placed next to the theatre. The Triumphal way  could not continue straight 
because of the river, so here it curved off through the Hecatostylon (D).

From these fragments, the structures around the Theatrum Pompeii are filled in through a process of extension and repetition, 
incorporating the Aedes Apollinaris (17). Furthermore, the Therme Agrippae (E) were outlined based on drawings by Palladio, and 
Piranesi connected them to the Pantheon and its vestibulum (F) through the addition of the Stagnum Agrippae (G). In case of some 
structures, Piranesi’s own excavations help him with reconstruction (*).

perpendicular axes from circus

GENERAL COMPOSITIONAL MOTIFS

circular monument as starting point of axis
semi-circular form as ending point of axis road connecting groups

III AXIAL ORGANIZATION

The Pantheon and the Theatrum Pompeii function as key points in the composition of groups related to Agrippa and Pompeius, 
respectively. Through these buildings, central lines (H, I) guide the subsequent arrangement of new structures. Piranesi unintentionally 
misinterprets the location of the Circus Flaminius (18) and places it perpendicular to  the Aedes Apollonis (17). This axis is closed on 
the other end by the Domus Pompeiani (J), while the Pantheon line ends in the Horti Agrippae (K).

IV  FROM BUILDINGS TO GROUPS

Through processes of insertion and mirroring, Piranesi’s final composition begins to take shape. Laterally constrained by the Circus 
Agonalis (24) and the Septa Iulia (19), the Pantheon group is expanded through the addition of several structures of varying archeological 
accuracy.  Piranesi mirrors the Therme Neronianae, of which the location was roughly known from literature and few remains (25), over 
the Pantheon axis, and incorporates the twice-mirrored temple of Iuturna (26) into the structures. The symmetry is necessarily broken 
by the temple of Antonii Pii (27). Two invented baths (L, M) flank the Stagnum Agrippae, and their symmetry is broken by the inclusion 
of a Templum Minervae, archeologically corresponding with the Santa Maria Sopra Minerva (50). Lastly, Piranesi includes the Templum 
Boni Eventus, mentioned in ancient literature (N). The Pompeius group is completed by the copying the temple known to be located 
underneath the church of San Nicola dei Cesarini (48); on the other end, two fictive basilicas of inventive design occupy the space 
between the mirrored Hecatostylons (O).

porticus as main public typology

Assamblage of Buildings FormsIdentification of Real and Imaginary 
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Towards Campo Marzio’s genetic language

Buildings selected and extracted from the Campo Marzio Process and intermediate results

Step by step analytic table - sample for the buildings � to �7

Process and intermediate results

Genetic Language of Campo Marzio
by Vincent Mathez
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Analytic table showing the gentic language of the buildings analysed

Steps to build the gentic language of the project

Final project

Towards Campo Marzio’s genetic language
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Final project

Towards Campo Marzio’s genetic language

Imaginary Building based on the Genetic Language of Campo Marzio
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Compositional technique  

Parataxis Hypotaxis

Analysis

Symmetry axis Perimeters Primary geometrical 
figures

PARATAXIS & HYPOTAXIS 
IN THE CAMPO MARZIO

Water 

Hills / Topography

PARATAXIS HYPOTAXIS

Buildings Vegetation

Internal elements Type of hypotaxis linkExternal elements

Horti Aggripinae Bustum Caesaris Augusti Minutia Vetus

Horti Luciliani Villa L. Arvntii Horti C.N. Dolaellae

Theatrum Marcelli

Porticus Neronianae

Via Eqviria & Via Flaminia

Via Flaminia

-

Porticus Vipsania Porticus Alexandris Severi Sepulcrum Cnei Domitii Calvinii Porticus Neronianae

Porticus Gratiani

Horti Lucilliani

Other building complexes

Via Flaminia

Horti Aggripinae
Domus Alexandri Severi & Gymnasium 

Neronis Horti Neroniani Horti Luciliani & Cavaedium Theatrum Balbi

Compositional techniques

Parataxis and Hypotaxis in the Campo Marzio
Panel by Yann Lefebvre

1. Existing buildings

2. General shape and first connection

3. Definition of the parataxis links

4. Definition of the internal spatial composition

5. Definition of the hypotaxis links

Process Project 

Details

Hypotaxis

Parataxis

Imaginary Building Complex based on Rules of Parataxis and Hypotaxis
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Piranesi uses the elements present in roman temple desgn to create increasingly complex floorplans, but keeps to the rules written down by vitruvius.
The largest and most complex is the temple of Mars (Number XL), the shape of which is unique in both the Campo Marzio and the ancient Roman world in general. 

TEMPLES 
of Piranesi’s 

CAMPO MARZIO
Tetrastyle - Prostyle

I

Circular

Hexastyle- Prostyle

Hexastyle- Peristyle

Octastyle - Peristyle

Hexastyle - Complex

Multifronts

Incorporated in walls

Double complex Triple complex

Porticoed

Incorporated in circus or theather

Incorporated in baths

II.                            III.                     IV. V. VI. VII.

VII.                            IX.                     

XIV.                     

XVIII.                     

XXV.                     XXVI.                     XXVII.                     

XXXI.                     XXXII.                     XXXIII.                     

XXVIIII.                     XXIX.                     XXIX.                     

XXXIV.                     

XXXVIII.                     XXXIV.                     

XLIII.                     

XLV.                     

XLIX.                     L.                     LI.                     

XLVI.                     XLVII.                     XLVIII.                     

XLIV.                     

XL.                     XLI.                     XLII.                     

XXXV.                     XXXVI.                     XXXVII.                     

XXX.                     

XIX.                     XX.                     XXI.                     XXII.                     XXIII.                     XXIV.                     

XV.                     XVI.                     XVII.                     

X. XI. XII. XIII

Temple index in Campo Marzio

25

Fig.16: Final speculative reconstruction of the temple of mars

Final reconstruction

Using the research done in this and previous chapters a 
reconstruction of the structure can be inferred.
Because the floorplan of the rear structure of the temple 
is reminiscent of a Roman Basilica, the Basilica of Maxen-
tius was taken as an example of how the roof structure 
would behave. Similarly, butresses were added to the 
top roof structure. Due to the strange floorplan of the 
side wings, it was assumed that the narrow rooms in 
the floorplan would prevent any light from entering the 
main hall. therefor they were lowered and turned into a 
flat roof. The Porticus is mostly based on well-informed 
guesswork, but would probably sport fountains or statu-
es in the niches. these niches would end in semi-circular 
domes under the flat roof.

because of the near-impossibility of two saddle roofs 
meeting at the correct angle towards at the tabernae 
towards the bottom right, it was assumed the angled part 
of the structure was capped by a flat roof. The stairs were 
taken as steps of 18 centimeters, and lead to a height 
difference of about 3,20 meters.

While this is by no means a complete reconstruction as 
windows and other details are still missing, in further 
work this diagram could be used as a basis for creating 
perspective or otherwise more detailed drawings.

Reconstruction of the Temple of Mars

Templum Martis
by Alan Dolieslager
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The Campo Marzio, designed in 1762 by Piranesi, is a representa-
tion of ancient Rome, a complete urban environment where every-
thing is depicted in its complete state and nothing has decayed. 
On the other hand, taking a look at the views, the ‘veduta’ depicting 
the Campo Marzio, the exact opposite happens.They represent 
the decay of the city. 

In this specific urban context, there are ruins that exist even today 
which Piranesi took as starting points in order to complete the 
Campo Marzio, using his own imagination and methods. 

So the hypothesis lies between the complete (therefore imagined) 
version of the building and the incomplete(therefore the existing 
situation of it).

Using the existing drawings produced by Piranesi about the the-
ater of Marcellus, the exercise aimed at redefining part of the ele-
vation, based on the documentation as well as the interpretation of 
some specific elements comprising the theater. 

The controversy between complete and incomplete, found not 
only in the theater, but also throughout the Campo Marzio, is used 
for the new elevation with the ruins to be thought of in a different 
way. 

Using the main compositional element being repeated in the ele-
vation, the arch between the pillars, this specific combination was 
rethought of in order to create new and multiple combinations 
contributing to a more varied facade. 

Doric capital- com-
pleteand ruin

Ionic capital- complete and ruin

Trigylph & Metope- Doric

Triglph & Metope - Ionic

COLUMN- PILLAR - ARCH : CODIFICATION 

Re-imagining Teatrum Marcelli

Campo Marzio

TRASVERSAL SECTIONS

existing

complementary 

The architrave is depicted in both versions, one 
as ruins and one with a complete form, a situa-
tion found throughout the Campo Marzio, and 
Teatro di Marcello.

4.

5.

1.

Decoration- Architraves

MAIN COMPOSITIONAL ELEMENT

2.

3.

6. 7. 8.

6.4.3.2.1. 5. 7. 8.

ARCH

COLUMN- PILLAR

COMBINATION 1

COMBINATION 2

COMBINATION 3

A.

C.

A.

B.

C.

B.

one option for the new 
elevation would be to 
add another row of 
columns on top of the 1st 
floor

existing situation with two 
rows of columns and a 
middle pathway

side of ruins with one row 
of columns and no middle 
pathway

one option for the new 
elevation would be to 
only keep the middle 
pathway and not the 
front row of columns

C.

A.

0 m.

5 m. 15 m.

0 m.

5 m. 15 m.
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b

b

section a-a

section b-b
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The Campo Marzio, designed in 1762 by Piranesi, is a representa-
tion of ancient Rome, a complete urban environment where every-
thing is depicted in its complete state and nothing has decayed. 
On the other hand, taking a look at the views, the ‘veduta’ depicting 
the Campo Marzio, the exact opposite happens.They represent 
the decay of the city. 

In this specific urban context, there are ruins that exist even today 
which Piranesi took as starting points in order to complete the 
Campo Marzio, using his own imagination and methods. 

So the hypothesis lies between the complete (therefore imagined) 
version of the building and the incomplete(therefore the existing 
situation of it).

Using the existing drawings produced by Piranesi about the the-
ater of Marcellus, the exercise aimed at redefining part of the ele-
vation, based on the documentation as well as the interpretation of 
some specific elements comprising the theater. 

The controversy between complete and incomplete, found not 
only in the theater, but also throughout the Campo Marzio, is used 
for the new elevation with the ruins to be thought of in a different 
way. 

Using the main compositional element being repeated in the ele-
vation, the arch between the pillars, this specific combination was 
rethought of in order to create new and multiple combinations 
contributing to a more varied facade. 

Doric capital- com-
pleteand ruin

Ionic capital- complete and ruin

Trigylph & Metope- Doric

Triglph & Metope - Ionic

COLUMN- PILLAR - ARCH : CODIFICATION 

Re-imagining Teatrum Marcelli

Campo Marzio

TRASVERSAL SECTIONS

existing
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The architrave is depicted in both versions, one 
as ruins and one with a complete form, a situa-
tion found throughout the Campo Marzio, and 
Teatro di Marcello.
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Column- Pillar- Arch : Codification & Transversal Setion

Re-imagining Teatrum Marcelli
by Virgina Lazarou

The Campo Marzio, designed in 1762 by Piranesi, is a representa-
tion of ancient Rome, a complete urban environment where every-
thing is depicted in its complete state and nothing has decayed. 
On the other hand, taking a look at the views, the ‘veduta’ depicting 
the Campo Marzio, the exact opposite happens.They represent 
the decay of the city. 

In this specific urban context, there are ruins that exist even today 
which Piranesi took as starting points in order to complete the 
Campo Marzio, using his own imagination and methods. 

So the hypothesis lies between the complete (therefore imagined) 
version of the building and the incomplete(therefore the existing 
situation of it).

Using the existing drawings produced by Piranesi about the the-
ater of Marcellus, the exercise aimed at redefining part of the ele-
vation, based on the documentation as well as the interpretation of 
some specific elements comprising the theater. 

The controversy between complete and incomplete, found not 
only in the theater, but also throughout the Campo Marzio, is used 
for the new elevation with the ruins to be thought of in a different 
way. 

Using the main compositional element being repeated in the ele-
vation, the arch between the pillars, this specific combination was 
rethought of in order to create new and multiple combinations 
contributing to a more varied facade. 
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Triglph & Metope - Ionic
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as ruins and one with a complete form, a situa-
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Teatro di Marcello.
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Categorization of openings based on their size to emphasize 
the middle openings towards the seats of the theater

The middle axis displaying the complete and the ruined ver-
sion of the main elevation, whereas the red ones indicate the 
openings towards the paths that lead to the seats of the the-
ater, and therefore the ones that are being highlighted with big-
ger-sized openings. 

Part of the main elevation, with the differentiation between complete and ruin, where the second row of columns is visible. 

One combination with the openings and one more row of columns towards the new part of the elevation, highlighting the openings leading to the 
seats of the theater. 
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Campo Marzio - Garden City

Gardens

Elements - Taxonomy

At first sight the Campo Marzio presents 
itself as a purely architectural map, free 
spaces are seemingly hard to be found. 
When focusing on the gardens on the 
map this impression is easily turned 
around. 26 gardens are spread across 
the campo marzio, very different in layout 
and size. Interstingly almost the complete 
left side of the Tiber consists of garden 
areas. 

In order to get a better understanding of 
how the gardens in the campo marzio 
contribute to the maps general 
characters, the investigation will firstly 
present all the horti found on the map 
sorted by size. In a second step the 
investigation will present a garden 
element taxonomy. The disassemblage 
then allows to gain knowledge on the 
spatial layout of the gardens and the 
characteristics thorugh the inner 
structure and the assemblage of a variety 
of architectural elements, each with a 
certain function. These functions will also 
form the categories of the taxonomy. 

as the gardens decrease 
in size, the same thing 
happens with the number 
of described elements 
wihtin them. the gardens 
have less strong axis and 
are more often characteri-
zed by an gap filling functi-
on between other structu-
res.

Xystus as an architectural element 
means a roofed outside area, which 
is typically attached to the gymnasi-
um

in some cases such as the horti agrippi-
nae, the overall layout of the garden with 
a strong symmetrical axis is inscribed 
into all the single elements (porticus, 

the temples in the gardens of the campo marzio are 
located in interesting locations, such as the templum 
martius as an entrance space to the horti neroniani. 
since this function was highly uncommon for temples, 
this idea probably stems entirely from Piranesis imagi-
nation. 

in general the 
gardens are made 
up of more elements 
than listed, for 
example dashed 
lines indicate rows 
of a certain vegeta-
tion. 

Piranesi mainly used 
these elements to 
fill gaps, therefore 
they are not listed in 
the taxonomy. 

some of the 
gardens are cut of 
by the overall layout 
of the map or cover-
ed by stone plates. 
piranesi leaves the 
remaining space of 
the garden to our 
imgination. 

this makes the 
garden realm in the  
campo marzio 
highly speculative, 
especially on the left 
side of the river 
tiber.

the term saliens in architecture refers to a 
fountain and can therefore also be integra-
ted in other water structures
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Taxonomy of Campo Marzio
by Bastian Scheleier Campo Marzio - The hidden parts
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In order to complete the Campo Marzio map and reveal the hidden vineyards behind the stones, 
it is crucial to understand Piranesis approach on urban composition. In a similar manner axis of 
Rome are used. This first grid is then layed over the stones and the megastructures are positi-
oned at important spots such as crossings of axis. The real axis of Rome are therefore domina-
ting the map, yet they are complemented with newly imagined axis, for purposes such as sym-
metrical composition.

The greenery in Bacchus‘ vineyards is also strongly influenced by Piranesis‘ use of dashed lines 
and hatches as marks of vegetation. No plants are shown by top view or in a drawn way. Yet the 
species are named by captions. This allows to imagine the vineyards atmosphere more specifi-
cally. In contrast to Piranesi most of the species in the vineyards are edible, it can therefore be 
seen as a „Garden Eden“ continuation of the existing map.

The completion of existing buildings that are partially covered by the stone plates is a first step 
to complete a map. On the one hand they offer good points for a continuation in the design, but 
otherwise also pose challenges when colliding with the rest of the imagined composition.

The new elements are imagined in a geometrical and symbolic manner, an approach that Pira-
nesi also did seem to use. In order to build a certain narrative they hold important positions and 
their functions are more fantastic and influenced by fiction than in Piranesis original map. 
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cally. In contrast to Piranesi most of the species in the vineyards are edible, it can therefore be 
seen as a „Garden Eden“ continuation of the existing map.
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Bacchus‘ hidden vineyards
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In this group we investigated ‘Analogous City’, the panel that Aldo Rossi 
and his colleagues - Eraldo Consolascio, Bruno Reichlin and Fabio 
Reinhart- prepared as a joint work for the Venice Biennale of 1976. In the 
panel- itself a collective production- both drawing and text formulate a 
critical view towards the relationship between the form of the individual 
building and the collective realm of the city, and the history of architecture, 
some of the themes and topics that Rossi’s architectural work had been 
pivoting around throughout his life and career. 

This plate was not about proposing ‘a’ plan for a real city, and so it 
was not about a specific ‘fixed place’ but rather as Rossi himself states 
in the explanation of this project, the main theme contained in the 
analogous city in a broad way concerns the relationship between reality 
and imagination. (Lotus International 13 (1976)) The plate was built up 
through a process of collaging various fragments from different historical 
and geographical backgrounds, as a form of architectural quotation and 
an analogical process which was inspired by Canaletto’s capriccio as well 
as the literary techniques of Raymond Roussel.
Although Rossi’s drawings and specifically this panel have been the topic 
of investigation for many writers and researchers, the panel itself has 
rarely been analysed through the medium of drawing. To do that, two 
main speculative frameworks were suggested: The one which speculates 
on the external sources that inscribed their influence on the work, as a 
form of architectural quotations, as well as the one which experiments 
with the internal characteristics of the compositional procedure of the 
panel such as order, time, scale, technique and so on. The first phase of 
the investigation was resulted into a catalogue of architectural objects, 
ensembles, and territories which were used by the authors of the panel 
to construct their analogous city. Secondly, each group enacted their 
fragment through specific themes and topics which can speculate on the 
internal compositional forces of the panel. 

Tutor:
Negar Sanaan Bensi

Course participants
Anna Kokot
Dex Geerlings
Deying Chen
Siem Kos
Stephanie Wong
Xam Aden
Else Wintermans

LA CITTÀ ANALOGA 
BY ALDO ROSSI
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Citta Analoga Original Drawing
Aldo Rossi

Aldo Rossi
Spazio Chiuso, interno

Gianfranco Caniggia
Como map, 1963

Complex of Sultan Bayezid 
Edime, Turkey, 1488

Knossos palace, Crete
15th, 16th Century BC

Aldo Rossi, Gianni Braghieri
Single-family houses, Broni Italy, 1973

Le Corbusier
The chapel of Notre Dame du Haut, Ronchamp, 1954

Tanzio da Varallo
David and Goliath, 1625

N.A.
Mosque-madrasa of Murad, Bursa, Turkey, 14th Century

Aldo Rossi
The town hall square and the monument to the partisians, Segregate, Italy,1965

Aldo Rossi, Gianni Braghieri
Cemetary of San Cataldo, 1971

Augustin-Charles d’Aviler 
Figures of Geometry Principles, 1738

Galileo Galilei
Drawing of Pleiades Constellation, 1610

Aldo Rossi, Gianni Braghieri
Villa Borgo, Torino Switzerland, 1973

Aldo Rossi, Max Bosshard, Gianni Braghieri
Project for the regional administrative center, Trieste, Italy, 1974

Giorgio Grassi, Aldo Rossi
Project of San Rocco housing unit, Monza, 1966

Michelangelo
Laurentian Library, Firenze, 1525-1571
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Original Selection Duplication and Downscaling The Analogous City

Place:  Ticino, Switzerland
Year:  1973
Scale:  Scale to fi t slightly bigger city portion

The main alterations for this project is the change in perspective and quantity of objects. In the original project 4 villa’s have been designed whereas for the analogous city the six identical units have been du-
plicated next to each other. Additionally the topography and nature seems to be mirrored to the beneath the houses in the panel.

Aldo Rossi, Gianni Braghieri
Villa Borgo
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Original Redrawing  and selection Repetition and mirror

Place:  Broni, Italy
Year:  1973
Scale:  Normal (axonometric	and	elevations	are	the	same)

Background: The terraced houses were built in 1972/73 with the simplest means within the framework 
of social housing in Broni, province of Pavia, but were realized without the characteristic barrel roofs. 
Aldo Rossi had based the building form on early 20th-century workers’ housing and even designed one 
floor	plan	as	a	direct	quotation	of	Tessenow.	In	1982-1983	the	houses	were	realized	in	a	slightly	modi-
fied	form.	These	houses	have	3	storeys	and	have	a	barrel	form	roof.	

Aldo Rossi, Gianni Braghieri
Single-family houses

The Analogous CityRotation and rescaling

Dex Geerlings - 5498309
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The Analogous City Original

Aldo Rossi
Spazio Chiuso, interno

Siem Kos
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Original Selection and redrawing Repeating and extending

Place:  Trieste, Italy
Year:  1974
Scale:		 Partly	normal	and	partly	reduced	(scale	to	fit)

Background: This design for for the regional administrative center was never realized. 

Aldo Rossi, Max Bosshard, Gianni Braghieri
Project for the regional administrative center

The Analogous City
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Original Selection Redefi ning bounderies The Analogous City

Place:  Bellinzona, Switzerland
Year:  1974
Scale:  scale to fi t

The main alterations concern the removal of the right connection of the bridge to insert another Aldo Rossi project. The scale has been to fi t the concept of a gate, the main entrance to a city. Another diff e-
rence worth mentioning is the change of design on the left side, which in the panel has been changed to incline in height to create a clear boundary for the analogous city.

Su Mustecaplioglu - 4807359

Aldo Rossi, Gianni Braghieri, Bruno Reichlin, Fabio Reinhart
Project for connecting the Walls of to the main Door od Castel Grande
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Bruno Reichlin, Fabio Reinhart
Restoration project of Castel Grande, Bellinzona, Switzerland, 1974

Aldo Rossi
Project of the town hall, Scandicci, Italy 1968

Aldo Rossi
Gallaratese housing unit, Milan Italy, 1969

Aldo Rossi, Gianni Braghieri, Bruno Reichlin, Fabio Reinhart
Project for connecting the walls of the main door of Castel Grande, Bellinzona, Switzerland, 1974

Bruno Reichlin, Fabio Reinhart
Tonini House, Torricella, Switzerland, 1972 - 1974

Giovani Battista Piranesi
Plan of the Campus Martius in Rome, Italy, 1746 - 1778

-
Chapter House of York Minster, York, England, 1230 - 1472

Giovanni Battista Caporali
Drawing of Vitruvius’ city, 1536

Santa Costanza Church, Rome
Constantine, 4th-Century

Casa Croci, Mendrisio (Switzerland)
Antonio Croci, 1875

Frauenkirche, Dresden (Germany)
George Bähr, 1743

Aldo Rossi
Beach Huts, 1970

Andrea Palladio
Doric Columns, 1973

Andrea Palladio
Moka Coffee Maker, 1975

Tempietto Bramante
San Pietro, Montario, 1481

Palazzo Thienne
Vicenza, Italy, 1542

Bouleuterion
Plan of ancient Council House in Italy, Mileto Italy, ca. 175 B.C. - ca. 164 B.C. 

San Carlo alle Quatro Fontane
Rome, Italy, 1638

The Danteum
Plan of a concept for a Facism monument part of the Divine Comedy. It was never built, Rome Italy, 1938

Paulaner Monastry
Nova Paka, Czech, 1160

Giuseppe Pistocchi
Project for a monument-barrack on Mont Cenis, France, 1813

Bruno Reichlin, Fabio Reinhart
House in Vezio, Italy, 1975

Aldo Rossi 
Project of the square, Sannazzaro de’ Burgondi, 1957

Corippo Elevation
Luigi Snozzi, Henk Block, Corippo, Switzerland, 1979

Original Rotation The Analogous City

Place:  Rome, Italy
Year:  1638
Scale:  Same in relation to contexts

The	only	major	alteration	found	is	its	rotation.	Other	than	that	it	fits	quite	naturally	within	the	panel,	it	is	even	located	on	a	corner	like	the	orginal	building.

Xam Adan - 4889207

San Carlo alle Quatro Fontane
Plan of a cotholic Church in Baroque architecture placed on one of the 4 corners on an intersection

12

Original Selection Hand Analogous City

Place:  Lombardy, Italy
Year:  1625

Tanzio da Varallo
David and Goliath
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Original Selection Scale Down The Analogous CityThe Analogous City

Place:		 Edirne,	Turkey
Year:  1488
Scale:  Scale down

Large	parts	of	this	plan	have	been	removed	and	has	been	scaled	down.	This	projects	context	differs	a	lot	from	the	current	context	within	the	panel.

Xam Adan - 4889207

Complex of Sultan Bayezid II
Plan of a hospital that has turned into a medical school and museum. Built in Islamic mosque architecture style
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Original Rotation Simplification The Analogous City

Place:  Dresden, Germany
Year:  1743

Else Wintermans - 4729455

George Bähr
Frauenkirche

Original Selection Duplication Rescaling

Place:  -
Year:  1738
Scale:  Enlarged

This	work	has	been	changed	drastically	compared	to	other	works	in	the	panel.	The	orientation	of	the	work	is	different,	as	well	as	the	scale.	Some	items	from	the	origional	work	are	also	duplicated	and	a	large	part	
of the original drawing has been left out.
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Augustin-Charles d’Aviler
Figures of Geometry Principles

Rearranging The Analogous City
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Scalinata di Trinità dei Monti, Rome
Francesco de Sanctis, Alessandro Specchi, 1725

Guillaume Henri Dufour
Dufour map, first edition, Switzterland, 1864

Giovanni Battista Piranesi
Prison V, the Lion Bas-Reliefs, from Carceri d’Invenzione (Imaginary Prisons), Italy, 1746 - 1778

Max Bosshard, Eraldo Consolascio and Orlando Pampuri
Survey of Brontallo Ground Floor, Brontallo Switzerland, 1974

Catalogue Analogous City

As a group it has been the goal to analyze the Analogous City Panel, which has been created by Aldo
Rossi and his colleagues as a joint work for the Venice Biennale of 1976, by experimenting through
drawings,	having	a	critical	reflective	process	and	studying	Rossi’s	literature.	The	panel	has	been	built
up through a mix of collaged fragments of various drawn projects, relating to ideas of architecture,
urbanism,	objects,	history	or	geography.	The	idea	of	Rossi	and	his	colleagues	was	not	to	propose	a
plan for a real city, but rather to explore the relationship between reality and imagination, the
individual	building	and	the	collective	realm	of	the	city	and	the	history	of	architecture.	They	did	this	by
creating	a	collaged,	imaginary	city	that	isn’t	fixed	in	place.
When	analyzing	the	panel	a	distinction	can	be	made	of	external	and	internal	sources,	that	influenced
the	panel.	External	meaning	projects	or	works,	related	to	architecture,	that	influenced	the	panel	by
being	collaged	on	it.	Internal	being	compositional	procedures	or	techniques	that	defined	how	the
panel	has	been	organized	or	built	up.
The	process	of	analysis	started	with	analyzing	the	external	sources	as	a	group	by	studying,	through
drawings	and	literature,	what	projects	or	works	have	been	placed	on	the.	Basically	we	were
dissecting	the	panel.	The	goal	was	to	create	a	catalogue	about	the	projects	on	the	panel	that	expands
on	the	research	of	Dario	Rodighiero.	Instead	of	just	locating	and	naming	each	individual	project,	we
expanded the catalogue by exploring how the context of each original drawing or project relates to
the	new	context	generated	within	the	panel.	Has	this	original	context	been	taken	into	consideration
when	positioning	the	project	on	the	panel,	or	has	it	been	ignored?	This	is	studied	by	trying	to	find	a
series	of	modifications	in	the	process	of	changing	from	original	drawing	to	the	version	presented	on
the	analogous	city	panel.	These	modifications	could	be	changes	in	scale,	rotation,	background	or
even	mirroring.	Other	examples	are	the	selection	of	parts	of	the	project	by	erasing	parts	or
emphasizing	certain	elements	through	addition.	Projects	can	also	have	been	combined	through
either superimposition or juxtaposition to possibly create a thematic part within the panel, like for
example	the	village	in	the	mountains.
This	analysis	has	been	visualized	on	this	panel	in	the	shape	of	a	catalogue	that	has	been	organized	on
the	posters	in	order	of	positioning	relative	to	the	panel.	An	example	of	a	project	is	the	San	Rocco
housing unit in which a selected part, including the background, has been removed so that another
part	could	have	been	repeated	to	better	suit	the	panel.	To	draw	more	attention	to	this	project	it	has
been scaled up, becoming out of proportion relative to the other projects and the maps of Como and
Piranesi	located	behind	the	project.
To	study	the	internal	sources,	each	student,	whether	individual	or	in	duo,	explored	a	certain	theme
within	the	panel	to	try	to	understand	how	this	panel	has	been	created.
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Catalogus of student work
The group
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SEQUENCING
FIGURE-GROUND
TECHNIQUES
FUNCTION

1. Piranesi

0. analogous City Panel with axiality

2. Como maP

3. VitruVius

4. gallaratese housing unit

5. town hall square

7. Prison V

8. main doos of Castle grande, Villa borgo, 
ProjeCt for the regional administratiVe Centre

9. ProjeCt for ConenCting the walls of Castle grande

10. restauration Castle grande, City hall, CorriPo eleVation

11. monument barraCk in mont Cenis

12. daVid & goliath

13. Cemetery of san Cataldo

14. san roCCo housing units

15. sPazio Chiuso, knossos PalaCe

16. maP of?

17. doriC Columns

18. basiC figures of geometry PrinCiPles

19. beaCh huts, mokka Coffe maker

20. building Plans & ProjeCtions

6. dufour maP

+

+

+

+
+

+

Rossi’s aRchitectuRe can, in most cases, be 
simplified to an additive pRocess of linking 
togetheR basic geometRy shapes oR his so 
called ‘paRts’. this is done thRough a se-
quence oR oveRlapping with a syntactical 
method called paRataxis. bonfanti descRibes 
this method as playing down oR eliminating 
connections and mediations, which means 
that theRe aRe no connecting elements , just 
the shapes – oR in the syntactical woRld; no 
conjoining veRbs – that oveRlap oR aRe put 
next to each otheR.

when tRying to undeRstand the panel, a 
subject that is inteResting to investigate is 
the diffeRent layeRs of the panel and theiR 
sequence of placement Relative to each 
otheR. theRefoRe i would like to exploRe the 
figuRe-gRound condition within this panel 
to tRy find potential elements that give the 
panel space and foRm by cReating a hoRizon 
oR backgRound. this is exploRed thRough an 
exploded axonometRic in which an entiRe se-
quence of placement is exploRed and which 
visualizes what could be figuRe and what 
could be gRound Related to the entiRe panel 
but also Related to the neighboRing elements. 
the entiRe panel as a whole is exploRed but 
also the stRuctuRal oR gRammatical function 
of each element sepaRate. does is function 
pRimaRily as backgRound oR foRegRound? 
does is cReate a boRdeR oR does is bind otheR 
elements? does it give diRection to the pa-
nel?

the analogous city panel is built up fRom a 
collage of diffeRent pRojects and dRawings 
cReating an imaginaRy city. these dRawings 
oR pRojects all have diffeRent meanings, both 
foR the naRRative as foR the stRuctuRe of the 
panel. since all these diffeRent elements have 
a boRdeR to them and most likely a neighbo-
Ring element, the clashes oR joints between 
them become inteResting as to how one 
can connect them and cReate a coheRent 
collage. heRe the notion of paRataxis veRsus 
hypotaxis comes into play. wheRe the joint 
oR clash in paRataxis is solely built fRom the 2 
elements placed next to each otheR, hypotaxis 
uses an exteRnal conjunction element as a 
way of linking oR flowing the elements into 
each otheR, fading away the haRd boRdeR in 
complex joints. foR example the san Rocco 
housing units - with its cellulaR stRuctuRe 
- blends the complex map of como and piRa-
nesi into each otheR, like how one can fade 
details by looking thRough ones eyelashes.

upon talking about a lineaR additive pRocess 
of building up the panel with a spectRum of 
figuRe and gRound, it is not just the sequen-
ce that is of impoRtance, but the technique 
used within this layeRing oR sequence so to 
speak is equally impoRtant. how these allo-
cated elements Relate to each otheR can be 
discussed in teRms of [supeR] and [juxta] po-
sition. aRe the elements cut-out and placed 
next to each otheR oR aRe the simply placed 
upon each otheR? 

DRAWING THEORYGRAMMAR OF THE ANALOGOUS CITY
XAM ADAN - 4889207
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Grammar of the Analogous City

Sequencing figure-ground techniques function
by Xam Adan

JOINTS/CLASHES
PARA- & HYPOTAXIS
TECHNIQUES
AXIALITY

in the visualisation below, one of the inteResting and packed joints has been exploRed. thRou8gh a seRies of sequential dRa-
wings, an attempt has been made to exploRe the techniques used in putting togethteR this paRt of the panel. the san Rocco 
housing unit has been used to soothen the tRansition fRom como to piRanesi, by functioning as a conjuncting element 
placed on the both of them. to do this, the oRiginal dRawing of san Rocc had to be modified to extend the gRid stRuctuRe 
that binds the maps. fuRtheRmoRe a stRategy of Removing lines to allow the white spaces of dRawing to flow oveR in each 
otheR. the town hall pRoject functions  bothas a haRd boRdeR tand a conjuncting element.

PARATAXIS

PARATAXIS

supERposition
pARAtAxis

juxtAposition

juxtAposition

ConjunCting ElEmEnt

pARAtAxis

pARAtAxis

MODIFICATION

PARATAXISBORDER CONJUNCTING

PARATAXIS ORIGINAL MODIFICATIONDETAILHYPOTAXISCONJUNCTION

MODIFICATION

by discussing techniques one can undeRstand the panel 
only towaRds a ceRtain degRee, because these findings don’t 
necessaRily RepResent the entiRe panel, just individual allocated 
elements and theiR Relation to each otheR. what is missing 
is an undeRstanding of a potential undeRlying stRuctuRe that 
binds all of these techniques into the gRammaR of the panel. 
a Repetitive technique in Rossi’s aRchitectuRe is the use of 
lineaR sequences with the additive pRocess, often along an 
axis. when looking at the panel theRe aRe lineaR sequences 
of pRojects joined togetheR, sometimes even along a stRaight 
oR Radial axis that can give the panel stRuctuRe.

these dRawings i pRoduced heRe aRe an expeRiment that RepRe-
sent oR show possibilities of what could be the syntactical 
function of the individual elements, the sequence in which 
they have been placed Relative to each otheR, what techniques 
have been used and how this al these aRe placed within a 
stRuctuRal composition in the panel. 

DRAWING THEORYGRAMMAR OF THE ANALOGOUS CITY
XAM ADAN - 4889207

Joint/Clashes, Para-& Hypotaxis, Techniques, Axiality
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Architecture and time are mutually related. Architectural forms and programs alter as time 
passes. For Aldo Rossi, time is a critical element in architecture which he tried to transcend 
in his early stage when he searched for fixed laws of a timeless typology. Rossi also stated 
that architecture is an instrument to unfold things, and similarly, the situation and shadows 
of individual buildings and objects in the Analogous City panel unfold and reveal the 
notion of time. Therefore, time is taken as the thematic lens to understand and deconstruct 
the layers in between the drawing of the Analogous City.

In the early stage of analysis, the time experience of daily life in Italy was being carried out 
as an accessing tool for the Analogous City. The direction of the light sources and shadows 
are being observed, and consequently discovered the existence of multi-light sources, 
various depths of shade, and some of the shadows illustrated in the plan were undefinable 
since they were mismatched with the real-life situation. The result of the analysis manifested 
the analogical process of the drawing: dislocation of place and dissolution of scale. In 
the further development of the analysis, an elevation montage was completed in order 
to have a more comprehensive understanding of the drawing as well as re-composite 
the fragments through my own interpretation. Elevation was adopted as the prime 
representation approach, not only it was sought as a coherent drawing tool and added 
a new dimension to the original drawing, but also enabled the previous shadow analysis 
immersed in the drawing explicitly. The elevation montage illustrated the illogical shadow 
system as well as aided me in further exploring the topographical relationship between 
the fragments. Hence, the topological relationship where the laying and superposition of 
various plans in a heterogeneous time can be explored. The process of analogy in this 
layering can create a non-linear process in an archaeological understanding of a city.

‘The emergence of relations among things, more than the things themselves, always give 
rise to new meaning’ stated by Aldo Rossi in A Scientific Autobiography. Since the previous 
explorations were more focused on the individuality of the elements in the city, thence the 
later investigation would focus on bringing up/ de-layering the topological relationship 
between time in the city. The notion of time in the city was unfolded into three categories: 
(1) expansion in time, (2) decay in time, and (3) frozen of time. ‘City as a giant man-
made object produced in process of time’, the urban fabric is expanded through time, 
and hence this notion was depicted in the original drawing through the superimposition 
methodology in the Como map. ‘Decay’ not only could be represented by the ancient 
ruins and historical architecture, but also by the relationship between life and death. Last 
but not least, the ideology of frozen time was describing the nature of elements that would 
remain in the same state even though time passes, for instance, the imaginary prison and 
the submerged city. The unbuilt projects could also include in this category since they 
would not experience decay or expansion and all remained in the fantasy. Despite the fact 
that all these elements retained dissimilar forms and were designed with diverse functions, 
they were being drawn together through the connectivity of time.
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T h e  n o t i o n  o f  t i m e

Topolog ica l  Re la t ionship  wi th  the  Analogous  c i t y
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Light Source from Left 

Light Source from  Right 

Light Source from  Two Way

The notion of time in drawing

The notion of time in drawing
by Stephanie Wong
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F r o z e n

The Time less  Typology

The unbuilt projects are categorized as timeless, 
since their nature always remains unchanged and 
unaffected by the passage of time. Yet, these projects 
still participate in the time graph independently 
with a different morphology as points, or spots. 
 
The following drawing is a mapping of time derived from 
the Analogous City. The projects with black backgrounds 
represent the individual frozen projects, while other 
fragments illustrate the topological relationships of time 
connectivity by speculating compositions among the 
elements. These fragments are all connected with one 
another even if they happened in heterogeneous times, 
depicting the idea of non-linear time processes in the map.

Frozen - The Timeless Typology
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In reference to architectural drawing, the term 
section typically describes a cut through the body 
of a building, perpendicular to the horizon line. A 
section drawing is one that shows a vertical cut 
transecting, typically along a primary axis, an object 
or building. It depicts a relationship that is not 
directly perceivable by the human eye, between a 
building’s mass and space. The section is the site 
where space, form, and material intersect with 
human experience, establishing most clearly the 
relationship of the body to the building as well as 
the interplay between architecture and its context. 
Sections provide a unique form of knowledge, one 
that by necessity shifts the emphasis from image 
to performance, from surface to the intersection 
of structure and materiality. At the same time, 
section demonstrates the exchange among multiple 
aspects of embodied experience and architectural 
space, making explicit the intersection of scale and 
proportion, sight and view, touch and reach that is 
rendered visible in the vertical dimension.1

This panels depict the overall perception of the 
analogous city of Aldo Rossi through section. 
Section is used as a type of representation and as a 
projective tool for spatial invention of the analogous 
city. An effort has been made through some detailed 
drawings to demonstrate the range of intertwined 
issues that  make Aldo Ross i ’s  arch i tecture 
compelling. By cutting through the panel of the 
analogous city, imaginary sections are created based 
on the quality of the urban artifacts, together with 
the subtle connections or conjointions between each 
fragments. The imaginary sections present many 
vertical changes within the city through the linear 
cut outs of the panel. Vertical relationships that are 
less apparent on the plan are clearly demonstrated 
in sections. Some differences in height are dramatic, 
while others follow a gradual pattern.

In the imaginary sections, the notions of time and 
space are mystical, the fragments are twisted 
and adapted to fit into the same time and space. 
The historic patterns of ancient cities are collaged 
with modern architectural sections, connecting to 
landscapes or countryside sections. These immensely 
complicated sections sometimes show the fragments 
layered on top of each other archaeologically, 
illustrating the past and present of the city. Therefore 
the combination of sections shows four dimensional 
information of the imaginary city.

The intricate relationships between architectural 
elements and drawing elements within the analogous 
city are shown in the sections. These elements are 
sometimes linearly, other times metaphorically 
connected, with conspicuously different sizes. The 
sections collaged with architectural fragments and 
artworks showcase the power of imagination to 
become a concrete possibility.

1. Lewis, P., Tsurumaki, M., Lewis, D.J. (2016). 
Manual of section. New York city, NY: Princeton 
Architectural Press

The Analogous City Through Section

1                      AR0118 Experiments in Drawing Theory | The Analogous city of Aldo Rossi | Deying Chen 5504295 | Else Wintermans 4729455

12th.April.2022|Tutor: Negar Sanaan Bensi

Section lines

The Analogous City Through Section
by Deying Chen & Else Wintermans

4                      AR0118 Experiments in Drawing Theory | The Analogous city of Aldo Rossi | Deying Chen 5504295 | Else Wintermans 4729455

The Analogous City Through Section
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Tutor:
Marc Schonderbeek

Course participants

House I   Iris Licht Pradillo
House II                  Elin Lohe
House III  Maxime Spapens
   Wendy Wu
House IV  Lucas de Haas
House VI  Marilou van Dalen
House X                  Esra Ipek
   Ye Ren
House 11a,   Myrto Klimi
House El Even Odd,  Mats Ruppert
Fin D’Ou T Hou S Mare Schut
   Sora Kaito
Guardiola House                  Daan Doelman
Music Pavilion  Youp van der Weijde
Virtual House  Mimi Cepic

This part of the seminar ‘Experiments in Drawing Theory’ concentrated on 
Peter Eisenman’s ‘Cardboard Architecture’, in which Eisenman developed 
a set of houses following a (reasonably) clear set of transformational 
rules. While the first houses were focused on architectural form, the later 
houses were conceived under the strict understanding that architecture 
is a text-based discipline geared to create ‘between conditions’. In the 
seminar, critical attention was given to the transformational processes 
of each of the house project’s emergence. A discussion of the process 
that has led to the final stage of a project was intended to (1) be able to 
discuss and make insightful the decision-making process that has led to 
this result, and (2) question, through drawing, architectural design as a 
scientific endeavor. Eisenman’s painstaking effort to give an insight into 
each transformation had to be evaluated critically and rather precisely, to 
test and evaluate whether architectural design can(not) be based purely 
on rational arguments. 
In the seminar the houses House I-IV, VI and X, House 11a, House El 
Even Odd, Fin D’Ou T Hou S, Guardiola House, the Groningen Music 
Pavilion and Virtual House were analyzed by 15 participants. The drawing 
exercises consisted of the following activities: archival work; an historical 
investigation of the ‘nine square grid problem’; of the reconstruction of the 
step-by-step design process; the critical investigation of relevant theories 
influencing the ‘logic’ of each house design process, and, last step, the 
subtraction proposal of the final design (in contrast to the transformative 
process of the design).
With the houses as object of analysis, the course investigated these 
transformative acts of architectural design: transformation, decomposition, 
grafting, scaling, rotation, inversion, superposition, shifting, folding, And 
furthermore understand deep and surface structures through: frontality, 
obliquity, setbacks, elongations, compressions, shifts, transfers, addition 
and subtraction, solids and voids, rotation and transfer, coatings and 
levels, strata and shiftings, overlappings, (as opposed to …)

HOUSE DESIGN
BY PETER EISENMAN
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13 1411Substraction exercise

House I 
by Iris Licht Pradillo

House I
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Square volume

Dislocation in form of diagonal shift
One square defined by planes, the other by matrix of columns

Dividing original square volume into nine squares

Matrix of sixteen square columns

Variation in height of the columns

Another arbitrary possible condition of the gridding as a series of four planes

Another arbitrary possible condition of the gridding
as a series of three volumes as solids between the planes

Diagonal articulated by volumes stepping back

Diagonal articulated by volumes stepping up

Additional volumes

Diagonal articulated by walls reduced in length

Combining walls as planes and matrix of columns as implied planes
Structural redundancy

Implied planes in the column matrix

The walls in opposed axis cut through the volumes

The planes in form of walls, columns and beams 
in opposed axis cut through the volumes

Airspace as positive volumes

Slabs with subtracted airspace

Series of walls that act as horizontal datum reference
Same hight from groundlevel, bootom edges step up

Series of walls, top edges step down

Series of shifts of walls
One series acts as datum for the other one, seen as shifted and vice versa

Series of relationships between walls in form of shifts

Series of walls and elements, top edges step down

Relationship between volume and facade

Relationship between volume and facade

I. Floor

II. Floor

Section I 

Section II 

Section III 

Section IV 

I. Floor

II. Floor

Section I 

Section II 

Section III 

Section IV 

Apartment I

Apartment II

Apartment III

Staircases

I. Floor
South-east

I. Floor
South-west

II. Floor
South-west

Section I 
South-west

Section II 
South-west

House II
by Elin Lohe
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step 3 step 4 step 3 step 4

step 2 step 3 step 4 step 5

Volume Generation

step 1 step 2
step 3 step 4

step 5 step 6 step 9 step 10

step 11 step 12 step 13

House III
by Maxime Spapens & Wendy Wu

step 1

Stucture Generation

step 2

step 5 step 6

step 9 step 10 step 13

step 1

Sketch Generation - Possibility 1

step 2 step 3 step 4

step 6 step 7 step 3 step 4

step 5 step 1

Sketch Generation - Possibility 5

step 6 step 7
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VOLUME PLANE LINE

House IV
by Lucas de Haas

Dining

Living

Kitchen

Entrance

Levels 1 & 2

Bedroom 1 Study

Bedroom 2Bedroom 3

Levels 3 & 4

Intervention

Plans and Intervention
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by Marilou van Dalen

Experiments
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When you are able to enter the world he creates, the diagrams and you can go beyond it. When 
you free yourself from the language he uses, it can bring the diagram to another level. Creating 
another grammar system of language. 

Subtracting the grammar system from the diagrams gives the opportunity to change it. Peter 
Eisenman flips the stairs. Why not flip the grammar system. 

SUBTRACTION EXERCISE
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SCHEME F

SCHEME G

House X
by Esra Ipek & Ye Ren

MODEL

MODEL

MODEL
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House 11a
by Myrto Klimi
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House 11a
Panel by Myrto Klimi
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Hosuse El Even Odd
by Mats Ruppert

Model of Hosuse El Even Odd
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The present void grows and is shi�ed into 
one direc�on. It becomes transparent. 
Traces of the past stage become visible by 
a plane grid (absent solid). The line grid 
vanishes. Because of these transforma-
�on a second line is marked into the 
ground. 

VII

Fin D’ou T Hou S
Panel by Mare Schout

Fin D’ou T Hou S
by Mare Schout
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small report

Sora Kaito / 5561809

description of the investigation process

Basically what I did was analyze the process of creation of Eisenman's 1983 FIN d'OU T HOU
S based on his axonometric drawings, and finally, as my own intervention, I examined the use of one
part of the interior of the building, estimating the scale of this building based on the original sectional
drawings.

The upper three columns are the analysis based on the axonometric drawings. Since there
are only four steps in his original drawings, I tried to divide the steps into more steps to clarify the
process.

As the very first step, the square of the base exterior frame is divided into four sections, then
one of the rectangles is reduced and by becoming three-dimensional, the most basic volume  of what
Eisenman calls the EL form is created. Then, from the next phase, another smaller EL form is formed,
and the final form is developed mainly by increasing or decreasing these two volumes.

In addition, as the EL form changes, its trajectory is expressed mainly by grid lines, which are
afterimages of the volume that existed in the previous phase.
For example, in the phase going from this fifth phase to the sixth phase, a void is formed in this red
volume, and in the next phase, we can see that the void is covered by the grid.

In the phases from 9 to 10, the previously formed shapes are covered by a larger volume and
seem to disappear, but as the phases continue, the volume that seemed to have disappeared remains
as so-called an absent solid or an absent- void

Fin D’ou T Hou S
by Sora Kaito
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Step 
Fase 1  Transformations 

05 

Step 

Fase 1  Transformations 

08 
Step 

Fase 1  Transformations  

07 Step 

Fase 1  Transformations 

06 

Displacement

Tracing Imprinting solids
Imprinting surface

Front Elevation

The building opens open by discplacing 
the second volume away from the first 
volume.

Floorplan
Floorplan After defining the frame, the void within 

the volume is expanded by imprinting the 
solids from the frame outwards.

Section

Floorplan

Floorplan

Traced frame

West elevation

The void within the volumes is 
accentuated by defining the borders with 
a steel frame.

Result L-Shape

Front Elevation

Front Elevation

Multiply and displace cube

Step 
Fase 1  Transformations

04 

Step 
Fase 0   Starting point

00 Step 
Fase 1  Transformations 

L-Shape Volume Displacement 

Subtraction Rotation

01 Step 
Fase 1  Transformations 

02 

Step 
Fase 1  Transformations 

03 

Repeat  Step 1 Multiply and displace 

The two L-shapes are substracted from 
each other creating a void inside the 
volume.

Shape of void Shape of void The displaced volume is rotate on the X, Y 
and Z axis. The rotation angle is between 2.5 
and 3 degrees. 

The cube

The void

Front Elevation Front Elevation

House Guardiola
by Daan Doelman

FloorplanFloorplan

Mirroring

Floorplan

Step 
Fase 2 Composition

02 Step 
Fase 2 Composition

03 Step 
Fase 2 Composition

01 Volume L-Shape Displacement 

Step 
Fase 2 Composition

04 Step 
Fase 2 Composition

05Rotation Completion 

Front elevation

Step 5 till 8 are excecuted on the 2 volumes on the eastside which 
thereby form the functional part of the house. By the displacement of 
the rotated volumes the two habitable parts collide forming the 
connection between them. The bottom left part has a sculptural 

purpose and completes the composition.

In the rotation step the bottom volumes seek a relationship with other. 
Their displaced counterparts rotate in the same plane creating a visual 
connection between them. The upper volume opposes their rotation 
and rotates in the other direction.  

The two eventually habitable volumes discplace their multiplied 
volumes towards each other not touching yet. The distance of travel 
for each volume is the same in accordance to their scale. The 
movement happens on the X,Y and Z axis.

The creating of the L-shapes the volumes appear to react on each 
other. The foundation cube is the basis where from the shape is 
mirrored to the other two volumes.

The right bottom cube acts as the foundation for the rest of the 
composition. The volume next to it is an extension in the same 
dimensions as foundation cube. The higher placers volume seems to 
disregards the lower compostion.

Step 
Fase 3 Context

01 Distanced  
The Guardiola House is placed on a hillside in Cadiz Spain. The 
composition is placed on 2 large concrete walls. The walls stick out the 
hillside causing the composition almost to float above the ground. It 
feels distanced to its context altought from the side elevation the 
compostion seems to mirror the angle of the hillside.
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AXONOMETRIC SECTIONS     MUSIC VIDEO PAVILION 1990 Peter Eisenman
By Youp van der Weijde

 AXONOMETRIC VIEW  [HUE:240]
 SECTION ONE    [HUE:360]

AXONOMETRIC SECTIONS
MUSIC VIDEO PAVILION 1990 Peter Eisenman
By Youp van der Weijde

 SECTION TWO  [HUE:240]
 SECTION THREE [HUE:360]

Music pavilion
by Youp van der Weijde

PLAY FORWARD
MUSIC VIDEO PAVILION 1990 Peter Eisenman
By Youp van der Weijde

  +  00.00.01 FUTURE  [HUE:360]
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P E T E R  E I S E N M A N  |  1 9 9 7

Actualizing the Plans Actualizing the Sections

1 | Two Planes

2 | Actualization of Potentials

3 | Superimposition of Program

2 | Actualization of Potentials

3 | Superimposition of Program

Process of Becoming

Concept Diagrams

2 | Conditions of Each Unpredictable Change

1 Actualization = 1 Instant in Time

3 | Outcome is neither expression nor 
representations

4 | Revealing the Process of Becoming

The Virtual House
by Mimi Cepic

M I M I  C E P I C  |  2 0 2 2

Process of Actualizing the Virtual House

Actualized Virtual House Elevations of the Virtual House
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